Discover a new adventure at your local library. Whether it's mystery, fantasy, or even a talking cat, you can find it all in one place!

"The book is a film that takes place in the mind of the reader." - Paulo Coelho
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Books are magic on paper
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Find Beauty in diversity

WITH HEARTS AS open as a book
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THE MORE YOU READ, THE MORE YOU’LL KNOW!
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READING IS OUT OF THIS WORLD!!!
BE A LIBRARY HERO!

once upon a time, there was a [_________] cat walking across [_______]! The cat is named [_________]. She has a yellow bandana and likes to eat [_________].

Together with the golden wizard, they used the power of reading and [_________] to defeat the terrible [_________] that wanted to erase the library!

A library is a loving place for families and dreams. To make sure that your library isn’t forgotten, be a library hero and save your library!
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READING is one big ADVENTURE
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